
Tadasana
Standing in the stillness of Mountain Pose

Thank you everyone for taking the time to incorporate Tadasana into your daily yoga
practice. As you can see from the shares below - when you pause and stand in stillness,

something happens, the practice offers you something: a gem; or an awareness of the one
whose company you keep.

Namaste,
Addie

Inner shift from outside
snow to inner peace. 

Jackie

How can these two fabric
creations appear so

lifelike? How creative
these artists are!

Joan

My altar reminds me to
“Breathe in calm, breathe

out peace.”
Linda D

Standing in stillness
Nancy



Practicing Tadasana, I really
try to spread my toes & lift

them. Here I’m in my dining
room which is quiet. Really

nothing going on & just
steps from the kitchen &

living room. I try to pause,
hear/ feel the quiet. I focus
on this mirror which I like. I
reflect on it ( pun intended)

& feel grounded. 
Mary T

This morning I was buzzing
around trying to get ready to
go out and do errands. I was
agitated for no reason. I
know when this happens I
rush through the errands
often driving too fast,

forgetting things and being
upset when others are not

operating at my speed. So I
practiced tadasana focusing
on the pine cone in the bowl,
soft focus. I noticed my body
relaxing and then my mind

started to soften to the quiet
calm that I seek. 

I reflected on my "errand
experience" while I was out
and when I got home. The

calm was strongest as I was
driving. Then when I was in

the store and the pace of my
mind and body STARTED to
race, I took a deep breath,

remembered my shavasana
state and the calm returned.

Very encouraging. 
Joan

Standing in Tadasana and
feeling gratitude for the
beauty of winter in New

England.
Linda D



Looking out my window,
attempting to stand in

tadasana despite being in
a boot due to stress
fracture- hips a bit

uneven, feeling frustrated.
Gradually my knees relax

down and I have a few
moments of calmness

Mary A

Pat

Standing in Tadasana, a
standing Shavasana, I

become very still and it
feels like I go into a

trance-like state.
Marte

I like to pull the shades
and unwrap the day.

Mary P



Stillness among the mess!
Breathing in after the dust settles!

Sandy

I have been thinking about how I stand
in everything I do and realize that one
foot is in today and the other in
tomorrow! This pose has helped me to
ground myself and live in the moment
what ever is going on around me. 

Linda T

Full moon outside
In AWE of nature
on the inside

Addie

Standing in Tadasana as
the sun goes down.

My mind becomes quiet
and the stillness

is all encompassing.
Ellen



Ellen
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